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Respiratory"diseases"kill"more"children"worldwide"than"any"other"class"of"illness."The"WHO"estimates" that" respiratory" diseases" attributable" to" indoor" air" pollution" prematurely" end"more" than" 2" million" lives" per" year." These" numbers" include" over" 50%" of" pediatric"pneumonia" deaths." " These" deaths" are" disproportionately" distributed," with" foci" in"communities"with"limited"access"to"resources"such"as"proper"nutrition,"clean"water,"health"care,"and"clean"energy.""Among" other" factors," air" pollution" contributes" to" the" frequency" and" severity" of" these"diseases."As"many" in"developing" regions"do"not"have"access" to" clean"energy" sources," the"burning"of"coal,"biomaterials,"and"petroleumNbased"fuels"such"as"kerosene"for"their"energy"needs." These" all" produce" smoke" in" and" around" the" home" and" exacerbate" indoor" air"pollution."""Though"there"is"a"consensus"in"the"literature"that"air"pollution"damages"respiratory"health"(as"well" as" the" health" of" other" systems)," it" is" not" clear"what" interventions" in" this" space"would"have"the"most"benefit."The"primary"sources"of"exposure"are"not"well"established."To"date," the" primary" focus" of" study" in" developing" nations" has" been" the" effects" of" cooking"smoke" on" indoor" air" pollution" and" health." A"major" study" in" this" arena," run" by" the" CDC,"WHO," and" faculty" at" multiple" international" universities," evaluated" the" health" impact" of"cookstove" smoke" on" young" children" in" the"Highlands" of" Guatemala." They" did" this" via" an"interventional"study"that"distributed"cleanerNburning"cookstoves."Intervention"households"received" more" modern" cookstoves" that" were" less" polluting" than" the" traditional" cooking"
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devices." A" control" group" continued" to" use" the" traditional" cookstoves." The" researchers"compared" the" respiratory" health" (as" well" as" other" secondary" clinical" endpoints" such" as"prematurity" and" low"birth"weight)" and"air"quality" (specifically"CO"measurements)" in" the"intervention"and"control"households,"and"showed"the"respiratory"health"of"the"intervention"group"showed"modest"improvement"at"the"end"of"18"months"[Smith"2011].""It" seems" clear" that" cooking" smoke" is" a" contributor" to" indoor" air" pollution" and" hence"respiratory"health."I"suspected"that"another"contributor"to"the"indoor"air"pollution"problem"was"indoor"lighting."More"than"60%"of"whole"countries’"populations,"and"nearing"100%"of"some" of" the" rural" populations" in" subNSaharan" Africa" and" other" parts" of" the" developing"world" light" their"homes"by"burning"kerosene" [Lam"2012]."Kerosene"burning" is"known" to"produce" a" number" of" different" pollutants" including" those" associated" with" respiratory"illness"[Apple"2010]."""Chapter" 2" of" this" thesis" describes" an" interventional" field" study" on" clean" lighting" we"conducted" in" rural" Uganda." Households" in" rural" Uganda" use" primarily" kerosene" burning"lamps"as"a"source"of" indoor" lighting." I"probed"whether"burning"kerosene" for" lighting" is"a"significant" contributor" to" an" individual’s" smoke"exposure." I" also" looked" to" see" if" utilizing"clean" lighting" options" offers" health" benefits" to" users," and"whether" eliminating" keroseneNbased" lighting"has" an" impact" on"objective" levels" of" indoor" air" pollution." Fifty"households"(25"intervention"households"who"received"a"solar"light"to"replace"their"kerosene"lamp,"and"25"control"households"who"continued"to"burn"kerosene"for"lighting)"and"230"people"(123"in" the" intervention" group" and" 107" in" the" control" group)"were" included" in" the" study."My"results"suggest" that"smoke" from"kerosene" lighting" is"a"major"player" in"respiratory"health"
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and"a"driver"of"indoor"air"pollution."I"propose"that"developing"and"distributing"clean"energy"technologies"to"support"lighting"applications"are"effective"ways"of"improving"health.""Though" multiple" clean" lighting" technologies" exist," most" have" not" enjoyed" the" kind" of"success"hoped"for"by"their"proponents."There"are"many"issues"that"may"contribute"to"the"relatively"limited"use"of"some"of"these"devices,"including"local"availability,"ease"of"use,"and"startup"costs.""In" Chapters" 3" and" 4," I" describe" my" efforts" in" the" development" of" a" novel" clean" energy"technology"–"microbial"fuel"cells"(MFCs)."MFCs"are"devices"that"scavenge"energy"generated"from"the"natural"metabolism"of"certain"microbes,"many"of"which"are"native"in"soil."Though"the"scientific"community"has"been"aware"of"the"biological"phenomenon"for"over"a"century,"the"relatively"small"amounts"of"power"have"limited"its"applications.""My"goal"was"to"further"develop"the"MFC"technology,"increasing"energy"output"and"improve"designs" to"make" it"an"effective"source"of" clean"energy" for" lighting"applications" in"offNtheNgrid"rural"regions"of"the"world."Chapter"3"describes"the"optimization"of"naturally"occurring"soil"microbes"for"power"production"in"dirtNinoculated"MFCs."I"identified"several"agricultural"waste"materials"to"use"as"“feeds”"for"the"microbial"life"in"the"cell."Several,"including"blood"meal," were" particularly" effective" at" facilitating" growth" of" microbes" that" produced" 1N2"orders" of" magnitude" more" power" than" our" initial" MFCs" that" were" fed" only" with" the"nutrients"native" in" the"soil." I" further"describe"the"whole"genome"sequencing"experiments"we"completed"to"assess"the"microbial"populations"present"at"the"MFC"electrodes."I"note"that"
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MFCs"with"a"predominance"of"Pseudomonas"species"at"their"anodes"tend"to"produce"more"harvestable"energy"than"those"electrodes"with"other"dominant"species."""I" further" wished" to" address" some" of" the" technical" issues" affecting" utilization" of" MFC"technologies" in" the" clean" energy" space." Chapter" 4" of" this" thesis" describes" my" work" in"developing" the" MFC" hardware" to" make" it" a" more" effective" clean" energy" power" source"appropriate" for" rural," offNtheNgrid" households." I" identified" substitute" components" and"materials" in" the" construction" of" the" MFCs," specifically" replacing" the" polymer" proton"exchange"membrane"with"ground"silica/sand"which"is"vastly"cheaper"and"more"accessible"than"the"polymer."I"also"designed"and"produced"a"modular,"easyNtoNconstruct"MFC"that"can"be"constructed" from"locally"available"materials."They"are"easily"connected" in"parallel"and"there" is" no" limit" to" the" number" than" can" be" easily" connected" in" this" fashion." This"development" process" encompassed" multiple" prototyping," fabrication," and" production"technologies,"in"order"to"create"a"product"that"is"manufacturable"in"large"quantities.""Finally,"utilizing"the"advances"in"the"technology"and"design,"I"created"a"dirtNpowered"phone"charger." I" built" 100"of" the"modular"MFCs," using" a" soil" inoculate" and"a"blood"meal" feed." I"connected"these"100"cells" in"parallel"and"was"able" to"charge"a"Nokia"1100"phone"battery"(the" Nokia" 1100" was" the" world’s" most" bestNselling" phone" handset" in" history," and" was"especially" popular" in" the" developing" world" as" it" provided" basic" services" and" was"particularly"durable)."""""
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In"the"concluding"section,"I"discuss"the"potential"for"further"work"in"the"clean"lighting"and"respiratory" health" space," as" well" the" potential" applications" and" benefits" of" the" MFC"technology."I"discuss"briefly"the"phoneNcharging"application,"as"it"too"is"an"energy"challenge"for"many"who"are"offNtheNgrid."The"health"impact"is"yet"to"be"explored,"but"cell"phones"are"being" increasingly"used"as"a"tool" in"health"care,"and"a"good"offNtheNgrid"charging"solution"has"the"potential"for"significant"health"impact"as"well.""" "
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Chapter&2 Clean&Energy&and&Respiratory&Health&in&Rural&Uganda&
Abstract&Smoke" exposure" is" known" to" be" a" major" cause" of" respiratory" illness" in" the" developing"world."To"date,"cookstoves"have"been"the"most"widely"studied"source"of"smoke"exposure."We" surveyed" 50" rural" Ugandan" households" containing" 230" people," and" found" that" the"average" person" was" exposed" to" 3.3" hours" of" smoke" from" indoor" lighting" sources," as"compared"to"42"minutes"of"exposure"from"cookstoves."Next,"we"performed"a"field"trial"to"assess" the" impact" of" clean" lighting" on" indoor" air" pollution" and" respiratory" health." We"provided"a"solarNpowered"lantern"to"25"intervention"households"(containing"123"people),"and"compared" them" to"25"control"households" (containing"107"people)"who"continued" to"use" kerosene" lamps." We" monitored" indoor" air" quality" in" intervention" and" control"households" over" a" 3Nmonth" period." We" found" that" levels" of" soot" (elemental" carbon)" in"intervention" homes" were" 17Nfold" lower" than" soot" levels" in" control" homes." After" three"months," we" observed" statistically" significant" reductions" in" cough" (p=0.038)," sore" throat"(p<0.01)," and" overall" illness" (p<0.01)" in" the" intervention" homes." These" findings"demonstrate"that"the"introduction"of"clean"lighting"can"have"a"rapid"and"significant"impact"on"overall"health"in"the"developing"world.""
Introduction&Respiratory" infections"are" the"number"one"killers"of" children"under" the"age"of"5"globally"[Williams"2002],"and"have"been"so"for"decades"[Denny"1986;"Wardlaw"2006]."They"are"also"a" significant" contributor" to" morbidity" and" mortality" in" other" age" groups" as" well" [WHO"2008].""
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"Many"factors"contribute"to"a"person’s"respiratory"health."Though"the"exact"mechanisms"are"often" unknown," various" pollutants" are" known" to" be" associated" with" higher" rates" of"respiratory"disease,"including"infectious"disease"such"as"pneumonia"[Saldiva"1994;"Barnes"2009;"Smith"2011].""Also"of"note,"various"inhaled"pollutants"have"also"been"associated"with"other"health"risks,"including"cardiovascular"disease"[Pope"2004;"Zanobetti"2013],"diabetes"[Brook"2013],"low"birthweight"and"prematurity"[Sram"2004],"and"meningitis"[Kim"1996]."""The"movement"to"characterize"air"pollution"and"its"health"impacts"began"in"the"West"in"the"late"1960’s"to"early"1970’s."During"this"period"there"were"multiple"studies"evaluating"the"primary" indoor" pollutants," which" included" particulate" carbon," sulfates," nitrates," other"volatile" organic" compounds,"CO," and"CO2"[Samet"1987]."There"were" also"multiple" studies"over" the" course" of" those" decades" linking" air" pollution" (including" specific" pollutants" [e.g."Pope" 1991])" to" specific" health"metrics." These"metrics"were" primarily" respiratory" health"effects,"but"also"evaluated"rates"of"various"types"of"cancers,"allNcause"infant"mortality,"and"others." The" majority" of" these" early" studies" focused" on" communities" in" industrialized"nations,"such"as"the"US,"England,"Ireland,"and"Japan"[Lave"1970]."They"included"studies"on"the"health"effects"of"pollutants" from"tobacco"smoking,"NOx"pollutants" from"gas"stove"use,"and"some"data"on"woodsmoke."There"were"some"limited"studies"from"developing"nations,"such"as"Papua"New"Guinea"and"South"Africa"that"associated"heavy"exposure"to"woodsmoke"with"acute"respiratory"illness"[Anderson"1978;"Kossove"1982].""""Starting"in"the"1990’s"there"has"been"an"increasing"focus"on"air"pollution"as"a"major"health"concern"in"developing"countries"as"well."Much"of"the"air"pollution"in"developing"nations,"in"
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particular" the" indoor"air"pollution," stems" from"direct"burning"of"petroleum"and"biomassNsourced" fuels" for" household" energy" needs." " Over" half" the"world" population," primarily" in"developing" nations" of" Africa," Asia," and" South" &" Central" America" burn" these" fuels" for"cooking,"heating,"and"lighting"[Parikka"2004].""There" have" been" a" several" studies" indicating" the" associations" between" various" health"metrics"and"air"pollution."However,"there"is"limited"data"available"assessing"the"impact"of"specific" interventions" addressing" the" sources" of" such" pollution." To" date," the" studies" that"have"been" implemented"have" focused"on"the" impact"of"burning"biomass"and"coal" fuels" in"cooking"[Colfer"2008;"Smith"2011]."""The"most" extensive" study" run" to"date"was" focused"on" cleaner" cookstoves" in" the"western"Highlands" of" Guatemala." It" was" run" by" the" CDC," the" WHO," and" faculty" at" multiple"international" universities," and" evaluated" the" impact" of" cookstove" smoke" on" 518" young"children"in"the"Highlands"of"Guatemala."They"performed"an"interventional"trial"in"which"the"intervention"group"received"a"cleaner"cookstove"that"was"less"polluting"than"the"traditional"cooking" devices." A" control" group" continued" to" use" the" traditional" cookstoves." The"respiratory"health"of"the"intervention"group"showed"modest"improvement"at"the"end"of"18"months"[Smith"2011].""It" seems" clear" that" cooking" smoke" is" a" contributor" to" indoor" air" pollution" and" hence"respiratory"health." Interventions" in" this" space"have"been" taken"up"as" a"movement;" clean"cookstove" interventions" are" the" inspiration" for" international" conferences," celebrity"endorsements,"and"development"funding"opportunities."
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&Fifty" households" represented" at" meetings" were" selected" by" lottery" to" participate;" half"lotteried" into" the" control" group" and" half" into" the" intervention" group." Households" in" the"intervention"group"received"a"solar"light"(d.light"S10"solar"lantern),"and"were"asked"to"use"these"instead"of"their"kerosene"lamps"during"the"study"period."
&"""""
Figure"2W2.& Solar& light& provided& to& intervention& households.&Control"households"received"a"solar"light"at"the"completion"of"the"study."""""""Kerosene"lamps"were"not"removed"from"the"study"households."Households"in"the"control"group"were"asked"to"continue"utilizing"their"normal"sources"of"indoor"lighting,"and"would"receive"a"solar"light"at"the"end"of"the"study."A"field"worked"visited"each"household"every"7N10"days."
Air&Quality&Measurements&We"collected"data"on"2.5"μm"particles."Particulate"matter"was"collected"using"Pall"Corp."25"mm"quartz"filters"with"URG"filter"samplers"and"2.5"μm"cyclones."Four"filter"samplers"were"rotated" among" dwellings" in" both" the" intervention" and" the" control" groups." The" filter"samplers"were"placed"approximately"1.7m"from"the"ground"in"each"dwelling."""
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"
Figure& 2W3.& Research& assistants& in& Uganda& prepare& the& sensor& equipment& for&
deployment&in&study&homes.""Filter"samplers"for"ambient"measurements"were"placed"at"a"similar"height"outdoors"in"the"village."Filters"were"collected"approximately"every"3"days."Filters"were"returned"to"the"US"and"analyzed"for"elemental"and"organic"carbon"(EC"&"OC,"respectively)"using"a"Sunset"Labs"OCEC"Analyzer"and"the"NIOSH"870"protocol."
Symptom&Assessment&At" the" outset" of" the" study," each"member" of" the" fifty" selected" households"were" asked" to"complete" a" survey." For" those" too" young" to" complete" the" survey" themselves," an" adult"member" of" their" household" completed" the" survey" on" their" behalf." The" survey" was"composed"in"English,"translated"into"Runyankole,"and"administered"verbally"in"person"by"a"native" speaker" of" the" language." Complete" versions" of" the" survey" in" both" languages" are"included"in"Appendix"A2.""The" survey" evaluated" demographic" information," current" energy" usage" for" cooking" and"lighting,"sources"of"that"energy,"and"a"survey"of"their"current"and"recent"states"of"health."At"
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the"conclusion"of" the"study,"a"similar"survey"was"administered" in" the"same"fashion."After"completion"of" the"study,"responses"of"people"who"had"completed"both" the"entry"and"exit"surveys" were" included" in" the" analysis." Researchers" blinded" to" intervention" and" control"groups"completed"analysis"of"the"survey"responses.""
Results&In"total,"230"people"in"fifty"households"completed"both"the"entry"and"exit"surveys."TwentyNfive" households" including" 123" people" who" responded" to" both" surveys" were" in" the"intervention"group"receiving"a"solar" light"at" the"outset."TwentyNfive"households" including"107"people"who"responded"to"both"surveys"were"in"the"control"group,"which"continued"to"use"their"normal"household"lighting."""Typical"homes"were"3"room"enclosures,"with"a"separate"building"used"as"a"kitchen/cooking"facility."Houses"typically"constituted"a"living"room"in"which"lighting"was"primarily"used,"a"bedroom," and" a" storeroom" (Figure" 2N4)." Cooking" exposure" was" limited" to" the" kitchen"building,"which"tended"to"be"less"enclosed"(e.g."no"door,"unpaned"windows"–"Figure"2N5).""
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The"majority"of"people"in"the"study"population"report"no"exposure"to"cookNsmoke,"with"the"majority" of" people" reporting" several" hours" of" exposure" to" smoke" from" lighting" sources"(Figure"2N6).""
"
Figure& 2W6."A&much& larger& fraction& of& the& population& experiences& smoke& exposure&























Air&Quality&We"evaluated"the"particulate"matter"content"of"eight"homes"over"the"course"of" the"study,"four"homes"from"the"intervention"group"and"four"from"the"control"group."Each"household"was"monitored"for"an"average"of"12"days"over"the"course"of"the"study.""There"was"a"visible"difference"in"the"amount"of"particulate"material"collected"over"3"days"in"a" control" household" as" compared" to" a" household" that" received" a" clean" lighting" source"(Figure"2N7)."
"
Figure& 2W7."There& is& a& visible& difference& between&particulate&materials& collected& in&










































Table& 2(1.* OC/EC* values* for* filters* originating* in* each* group* of* households,* as* well* as*




Symptomatology&People"were"asked"about"symptoms"over"the"three"months"prior"to"the"start"of"the"survey."Several"months"later"at"the"completion"of"the"survey"they"were"asked"about"symptoms"over"the" threeNmonth" survey" period." This" we" felt" would" help" reduce" the" amount" of" bias" in"reporting" (i.e." people" were" required" to" report" symptoms" of" the" previous" threeNmonth"period"in"both"cases)."""There" are" several" potential" sources" of" bias" in" this"method" of" surveying." A" placebo" effect"could"be"present"due"to"participants"being"informed"as"to"the"purpose"of"the"study"(i.e."to"determine" if" clean" lighting" could" improve" health)." Additionally," there" could" be" a" bias"towards"greater"consciousness"of"symptoms"due"to"the"Hawthorne"effect"–"the"participants"may"take"particular"notice"of"symptoms"knowing"they"will"be"reporting"them"at"the"end"of"the" study." Additionally," because" the" questions" surveyed" a" roughly" six" month" period,"seasonal" effects" may" have" contributed" to" the" differences" observed," however," given" the"proximity"of"the"study"households,"we"do"not"believe"this"effect"disproportionately"affected"either"the"control"or"intervention"groups."""Upon"entry"into"the"study,"there"was"no"statistically"significant"difference"between"the"two"groups"of"people"with"respect"to"their"reported"symptoms"(Table"2N2).""
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Table& 2(2:* Initially* reported* symptoms* for* the* 3* months* prior* to* start* of* study.* Includes*
responses*to*questions*“In*the*last*three*months*have*you*been/have*you*had*_________?”*"" Intervention&Group& Control&Group& PWvalue&(χ2)&
Total&Number&of&People& 123" 107" "Sick&& 87& 84& 0.178"
Cough& 69& 49& 0.119"
Difficulty&Breathing& 28& 30& 0.358"
Wheezing& 22& 25& 0.304"
Sore&Throat& 25& 27& 0.375"
Red/Itchy/Watery&Eyes& 60& 69& 0.017""The"chiNsquared"pNvalue" for"reports"of" red," itchy"or"watery"eyes"was"p"="0.017."However"when"correcting"for"multiple"hypothesis"testing"using"the"Bonferroni"correction,"this"value"does"not"meet"criteria"for"statistical"significance"at"95%"confidence"(1Nαcorr"="1Nα/m"where"m" is" the"number"of" tests"and"α" is" the"desired"confidence" interval)."This" is"a"conservative"correction," given" the"variables"are" likely" to"be" correlated" (e.g." someone"who" is"wheezing"may"also"be"coughing"and"ill)."""After" the" completion" of" the" study," we" observed" there" were" statistically" significant"improvements"in"symptoms"in"the"intervention"group"as"compared"to"the"control"(Figure"2N9)."
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"
Figure& 2W9.& Fraction& of& each& group& to& report& symptoms& during& the& study& period.&Overall"rate"of"illness,"as"well"as"rate"of"reporting"cough"and"sore"throat"were"lower"in"the"intervention" as" compared" to" the" control" groups." Reports" of" breathing" difficulty" and"wheezing"were"not"significantly"different."""We"attempted" to" subdivide" the" groups" to" evaluate" the" effects" on" specific" subgroups" (e.g."children)."Due"to"sample"size,"we"were"limited"in"our"ability"to"obtain"meaningful"results,"but"do"note"a"reduction"in"the"overall"rate"of"illness"(p"<"0.05)"in"children"<"18"years"old"in"the"intervention"group.""""






















According" to" the" WHO," nearly" 2" million" people" die" prematurely" every" year" due" to" the"burning"of"fuels" inside"the"home."This"number"includes"nearly"three"quarters"of"a"million"children." Lower" respiratory" infections" account" for" >" 11%" of" all" deaths" in" lowNincome"countries,"and"4N5%"of"deaths"in"middleNupper"income"countries"as"well."Our"study"in"rural"Uganda" (per" capita" GNI" of" $1,310," which" barely" squeaks" into" the"middleNincome" range)"underlined"the"potential" impact"of"clean" lighting"options."Our"work"underscores"both"the"negative"impact"of"dirty"vs."clean"lighting"on"objective"air"pollution"measures,"as"well"as"on"subjective"symptoms"experienced"by"members"of"the"household."For"instance,"we"observed"a"40%"reduction"in"reported"cough"symptoms"in"the"intervention"group,"as"compared"to"a"2%"increase"in"reported"cough"symptoms"in"the"control"group"at"the"end"of"a"3Nmonth"trial."
"Kerosene"lamps"are"the"primary"source"of"light"for"over"1.7"billion"people"worldwide."Our"study"assessing" the" impact"of"clean" lighting"on"respiratory"health"and"air"quality" in"rural"Uganda"showed"that" there" is"broad"exposure"within" the"households" to"air"pollution" from"lighting" sources," as" compared" to" the" more" limited" exposure" to" cookstove" smoke." Our"analysis" suggests" that" replacing" kerosene" lanterns" with" clean" lighting" can" lead" to"reductions" in" overall" rates" of" illness," cough," and" sore" throat" among" all" members" of" the"household" –" not" just" those" exposed" to" cooksmoke." This" does" not" assess" the" relative"magnitudes" of" exposure" per" unit" time," or" the" relative" impact" of" the" various" types" and"durations"of"exposure"on"health,"both"of"which"warrant"additional"study.""Assessment"of"additional"markers"of"impact"in"both"clinical"and"chemical"spheres"will"cast"greater" light" on" the" ways" in" which" health" can" best" be" improved." We" have" collected"
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additional"data"on"various"other"pollutants"that"can"stem"from"kerosene"burning"and"it"will"be"useful"to"see"what"directions"these"data"lead"in"terms"of"future"studies."Quantifying"the"effects"in"a"larger"group,"as"well"as"over">"12"months"to"account"for"seasonal"effects"will"be"important"components."""Although"there"are"still"many"questions"outstanding"as"to"the"magnitude"and"nuance"of"the"impact"of"clean" lighting"on"health," it"seems"clear"that" lighting" is"a"potentially"high" impact"locus"of"intervention"for"improving"health"in"developing"parts"of"the"world.""" "
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Chapter&3 Microbial&Fuel&Cells:&Bug&Optimization& &
Abstract&SoilNbased"microbial" fuel" cells" (MFCs)" harvest" electrons" produced" by"microbes" in" soil" to"generate"electricity."Consequently,"unlike"solar"cells,"MFCs"can"be"cheaply"and"easily"built"using"materials" that" are" available" almost" anywhere" in" the"world." As" such," they" have" the"potential" to" be" a" potent" source" of" clean" energy" for" lighting" in" offNtheNgrid" areas" of" the"developing"world.""Maximizing"the"power"output"of"soilNbased"MFCs"is"a"central"challenge."Here,"we"examine"the"efficacy"of"common"agricultural"byproducts,"available"throughout"the"developing"world,"at"enhancing"the"power"output"of"soil"MFCs."We"find"that"blood"meal"(dried"animal"blood)"leads" to" a" tenNfold" increase" in" power" output." We" then" use" massively" parallel" DNA"sequencing"to"determine"which"microbes"are"most"electrogenic."We"find"a"strong"positive"correlation" between" power" output" and" the" frequency" of" the" genus" Pseudomonas" in" the"microbe"population.""
Introduction&Clean"energy"and"lighting"solutions"can"have"a"substantial"impact"on"health"in"parts"of"the"world"whose"people"currently"have" limited"access" to"such"energy"sources" [TorresNDuque"2008;"Wilkinson" 2009]." " There" are" many" potential" sources" of" energy" for" clean" lighting,"including" cleaner" burning" fuels" and" systems" (such" as" cleaner" burning" oil" in" place" of"kerosene,"or"cleaner"burning"stoves),"traditional"largeNscale"clean"energy"options"including"
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nuclear,"wind,"and"water"power,"as"well"as"solar"power"and"other"less"commonly"utilized"options.""Clean" energy" in" the" developing"world," however," is" far" from" a" solved" problem." For"many"communities,"traditional"sources"of"clean"energy,"particularly"the"large"centralized"sources,"have"proved"ineffective"at"providing"widespread"availability"of"clean,"affordable"energy"in"developing"parts"of"the"world"[Ahlborg"2011;"" Kirubi" 2009;" Madubansi" 2006;" Sebitosi"2007]."Many"largerNscale"systems,"including"traditional"coalNburning"power"plants,"nuclear,"water," and" wind" power" have" prohibitive" initial" investment" requirements." Even" smaller"centralized" facilities," such"as"villageNscale"diesel"generators"or" solar"arrays"have" failed" to"make"a"big"dent"in"the"availability"of"energy."""Small"solar"panels"and"disposable"batteries"used"to"power"flashlights"have"had"the"biggest"household" level" impact" on" lighting" in" the" (substantial)" areas" of" subNSaharan" Africa" that"remain" off" the" grid." Yet," as"we" saw" in" the" course" of" our" Ugandan" field" study," these" two"sources"account"for"only"a"very"small"fraction"of"energy"utilization"for"lighting,"likely"due"to"a"combination"of"high"cost"and"limited"availability."An"optimal"solution"for"lighting"power"would"be"a"source"that"can"be"tapped"inexpensively,"utilizing"locally"available"materials."
"A" potential," but" hitherto" underutilized" such" source" of" power" for" clean" lighting" is" energy"extracted"from"naturally"occurring"microbial"communities."Microbial"‘electrogenesis’"has"a"great" deal" of" potential" as" a" power" source" for" the" developing" world." This" is" because"naturally" occurring" soil" microbes" can" produce" free" electrons" during" the" course" of" their"ordinary" metabolic" processes" [Lovley" 2006]." Thus," by" using" an" appropriate" surface" to"
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harvest"these"electrons,"it"is"possible"to"produce"power"in"extremely"remote"settings"with"a"minimum"of"infrastructure."""This"is"exactly"what"a"microbial"fuel"cell"(MFC)"is"designed"to"do.""The"microbes"in"a"single"cubic" meter" of" soil" can" produce" approximately" 10" kW" of" harvestable" power," although"extracting"a" large" fraction"of" this"power" is"difficult" in"practice."Nevertheless," even"a"very"low"efficiency"MFC"can"be"useful"for"a"variety"of"applications"[Logan"2008]."
"Among"the"barriers"to"more"general"use"of"MFCs"are"their"practical"energy"output,"the"price"and"accessibility"of"materials"currently"used"in"MFCs,"and"complexity"of"their"construction"and"use."The"power"output"for"any"single"microbial"fuel"cell"tends"to"be"low"under"the"best"of"circumstances;"on"the"order"of"microwatts"or"milliwatts"per"square"meter"of"electrode"[Liu," Ramnarayanan" et" al" 2004;" Logan" 2008]." The" fuel" cells" tend" to" utilize" multiple"expensive" components" including" electrodes" doped" with" platinum" catalyst," and" pricey"polymer"membranes"to"boost"efficiency"[Liu,"Ramnarayanan,"et"al"2004]."It"is"often"difficult"to"procure"even" far"more"basic"materials" in"some"of" the"regions" that"would"most"benefit"from"such"a"technology."And"finally,"extant"MFCs"are"often"cumbersome,"and"difficult"to"use"together" in" large" numbers." Our" goals" involved" addressing" some" of" these" challenges"associated"with"MFC"use."Specifically,"we"focused"on"a"few"areas:"(1) Microbial"optimization"(Chapter"3)"a. MFC"feed"materials:"we"identified"feeds"for"an"MFC"inoculated"with"naturally"occurring"soil"microbial"communities"that"would"be"accessible"for"an"offNtheN
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grid" community." Specifically" we" focused" on" the" use" of" agricultural"byproducts"as"feeds.""b. Microbial" communities:" we" studied" the"microbial" communities" at" the"MFC"electrodes" using" whole" genome" sequencing" technologies," and" identified"bacterial" species" (in" particular" Pseudomonas)" that" are" associated" with"greater"energy"outputs.""(2) Hardware"Optimization"(Chapter"4)"a. Materials"evaluation:"we"identify"appropriate"materials"to"significantly"lower"the"price"of"MFC"construction."We" focused"on"utilization"of" silica" sand"as" a"substitute"for"the"frequently"used"Nafion"proton"exchange"membrane"b. Modular" manufacturable" design:" we" design" and" manufacture" 500" MFCs"utilizing"multiple"prototyping"and"fabrication"technologies.""(3) Utilization"and"testing"(Chapter"4"&"Conclusion)"a. Phone" charging:"Using" the"manufactured"MFCs" and" an" offNtheNshelf" voltage"booster"designed"for" lowNpower"energy"scavenging"we"built"a"dirtNpowered"phone"charger"that"effectively"charged"a"Nokia"1100"cell"phone"battery."b. Construction" in"Uganda:"MFCs"were"constructed"for"testing" in"rural"Uganda"utilizing"locally"available"materials.""
Methods&
Inoculate(and(Feed("Our"experimental"system"was"constructed"using"a"soilNinoculate"for"the"MFCs."The"majority"of" the" population" in" the" relevant" region" of" subNSaharan" Africa" that" was" our" focus" are"
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farmers," and" hence" the" concept" of" ‘growing’" resources" from" soil"was" one" that"would" be"familiar."Though"many"microbial"fuel"cells"in"development"today"[Lovley,"Curr*Opin*Biotech"2006;" Rabaey" 2003;" Ringeisen" 2006]" utilize" a" pure" culture" of" microbes" (wild" type" or"evolved)"that"are"relatively"efficient"at"producing"electricity,"the"cost"in"money"and"energy"required"to"maintain"and"transport"such"a"culture,"combined"with"the"logistical," legal"and"other" issues" associated" with" utilizing" such" microbes" in" a" device" made" the" naturally"occurring"soil"microbes"an"appealing"choice."""We"created"five"MFC"replicates"utilizing"several"different"feeds."The"feeds,"listed"in"Table"3N1," consist" of" various" types" of" agricultural" waste" materials." Also" constructed" were" five"replicates"of"MFCs"generated"with"no" feed"other" than" the" soil" inoculate," and" two" ‘sterile’"controls"constructed"with"allNautoclaved"components."
Table&3(1*List*of*materials*and*sources*for*products*used*as*feeds*






Right*panel:"Image"of"an"MFC"under"test."" "OpenNcircuit"voltage"measurements"were"obtained"on"the"Labjack"U12"with"three"MUX80"and" CB37" terminal" expansion" boards." Data" was" logged" every" 10" minutes" using" the"DAQfactory"Base"software."Power"measurements"were"made"applying"a"300"ohm"resistor"across"the"electrodes"and"measuring"the"voltage"after"10"minutes.""
Microbial(Communities("After" 1000N1200"hours" of" continuous" runNtime," cells"were"deconstructed" and" samples" of"the" anode" and" cathode" felt" were" obtained" for" each" cell." A" subset" of" these" samples" was"prepared"for"whole"genome"sequencing."
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Figure& 3W3:& Daily& OCV& averages& of& 10Wminute& interval& measurements& across& 5&
replicates&per&MFC&feed&type.""
Upper* Panel:" Daily" averages" of" 10NminuteNinterval" measurements" for" 5" replicates" of" 3"different"feed"types."
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We" performed" whole" genome" sequencing" on" the" DNA" extracted" from" a" subset" of" the"electrode" samples." The" DNA" extracted" was" ~85%" bacterial," with" small" fractions" of"eukaryotic,"archaea,"or"viral"DNA."Approximately"12%"of"the"DNA"came"from"other"sources"or"was"unclassified"(Figure"3N4)."
"
Figure&3W4.&The&majority&of&DNA&isolated&from&MFC&electrodes&is&bacterial& in&origin."Small" fractions" of" DNA" isolated" and" sequenced" were" from" other" organism" classes," or"unclassifiable."""On"average,"19%"of"the"bacterial"sequences"were"unassigned,"either"due"to"the"presence"of"proteins" not" recognized" by" MGNRAST," or" due" to" the" presence" of" a" sequence" sufficiently"common"so"as"to"make"it"unassignable"to"a"particular"species"(Figure"A3N2N1).""""The"most" frequent" species" for" each" electrode" type" are" listed" in" Appendix" A3N1." There" is"marked"similarity"between"anodes"from"MFCs"utilizing"the"same"feeds,"but"with"distinctive"populations"depending"on" the" feed."The" frequency"distributions"however" tend" to"be"very"similar.""
Archaea'Bacteria'Eukaryota'Virus'Other/Unclassi7ied'
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We"also"experimented"with"feeding"MFCs"with"rinds"of"goat"cheese,"as"many"in"rural"subNSaharan" Africa" keep" goats."We" build" three"MFCs" inoculated"with" topsoil" and" fed"with" a"slurry" of" goat" cheese" rinds" and" water." Frequent" data" collection" (10" minutes)" was"maintained" between" hours" 100" and" 400" of" operation" during" which" time" Replicate" 2"operated" at" an" average" of" 0.65" V"OCV," and" the" other" two" replicates" (1"&" 3)" operated" at"averages"of"0.1"V"and"0.07"V"OCV,"respectively."After"this"initial"period"of"measurement,"the"cells"were"left"unmeasured"for"approximately"4"months."After"that"time,"the"cells"remained"divergent"in"their"outputs"and"we"sequenced"their"anodes"and"cathodes"as"well.""
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where"the"voltage"at"deconstruction"was"similar"across"replicates,"this"was"one"set"where"there"was"one"cell"with"markedly"superior"function."This"higherNvoltage"cell"outperformed"its" replicate" starting"at"a"very"early" stage" in" its" life" suggesting" that" the"effects" stem" from"either" initial" or" very" early" population" conditions." The" inoculate" source" (topsoil)" was"consistent"across"replicates"so"any"differences"in"initial"microbial"populations"would"have"been"due"to"the"random"distribution"of"microbial"species"in"the"soil."""After"sequencing"samples"from"each"electrode,"we"compared"the"populations"identified"at"each" electrode." " Like" the" electrodes" in" the" previously" described" sets" of" cells," the" species"frequency" distributions" within" the" populations" were" very" similar" with" one" exception"(Figure"3N6)."
"
Figure&3W6.&Anode&of&Replicate&2&(highWvoltage&anode)&has&a&disproportionate&density&



















correlated" well" in" terms" of" their" species" distribution," with" the" cathodes" correlating"somewhat"more"closely"to"each"other"than"the"lowNpower"anodes."All"three"cathodes"were"exposed"to"very"like"conditions,"exposed"on"one"side"to"damp"soil"and"on"the"other,"to"air,"The" anodes" too," were" exposed" to" environments" that" were" similar" across" anode"compartments," and" two" of" the" three" anode" populations" correlated" closely" together."However" the" population" distribution" at" the" anode" of" the" highNvoltage" cell"was" divergent"from"the"populations"present"at"the"other"two"(Figure"3N7).""
’" ""
Figure& 3W7.& & Correlation& of& species& distributions& between& populations& identified& at&
each& electrode& of& three&MFCs& fed&with& goat& cheese& rinds.&Anode"of"Replicate"2,"with"higher"OCV"is"most"different"from"communities"at"other"replicate"electrodes.""Overall"we"found"representatives"of"188"genii"at"the"various"electrodes"from"the"rindNfed"cells."When"considering"the"top"ten"species"by"frequency"at"each"anode,"we"obtain"a"total"of"21"species,"when"considering"the"overlap"between"electrodes." "Of"particular"note,"are"the"
Replicate)1)Anode 0.71 0.93 0.89 0.85 0.85
Replicate)2)Anode 0.71 0.51 0.46 0.46 0.47
Replicate)3)Anode 0.93 0.51 0.91 0.88 0.88
Replicate)1)Cathode 0.89 0.46 0.91 0.96 0.95
Replicate)2)Cathode 0.85 0.46 0.88 0.96 0.98
Replicate)3)Cathode 0.85 0.47 0.88 0.95 0.98Replicate)1)Anode Replicate)2)Anode Replicate)3)Anode Replicate)1)Cathode Replicate)2)Cathode Replicate)3)Cathode
0.9$1.00.8$0.90.7$0.80.6$0.70.5$0.60.4$0.50.3$0.40.2$0.30.1$0.2
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frequencies" of" Pseudomonas" species," in" particular" at" the" anode" of" the" highNvoltage" MFC"(Replicate"2)."""
"
Figure& 3W8.& Pseudomonas& species& are& overrepresented& in& the& highWvoltage& anode&



















































































Discussion&A"number"of"agricultural"waste"materials"can"be"utilized"as"feeds"for"the"bacteria"powering"soilNbased"MFCs."The"type"of"feed"has"a"significant"impact"on"the"capacity"of"the"bacteria"to"produce" a" voltage" across" electrodes," as" well" as" the" power" output" of" the" fuel" cell." We"observed" that" cells" fed" with" animalNsourced"materials" (blood," bone," and" fishbone"meal)"performed"better"than"other"sources"of" feed"(banana"skin,"seaweed)."However" it"remains"that" effective" MFCs" can" be" generated" utilizing" primarily" agricultural" waste" materials" as"feeds,"making" it"particularly"appropriate" for"use" in"agricultural"communities"with" limited"access"to"other"sources"of"power.""Also"notable"is"that"the"bacterial"populations"that"thrive"at"each"electrode"vary"significantly"by"type"of"feed,"as"well"as"the"location"within"the"cell."The"anode"populations"tended"to"be"similar"across"cells"utilizing"the"same"feed."The"cathode"populations"varied"as"much"across"the"cells"of"varying"feed"type"as"among"cells"within"the"same"feed"type,"but"were"still"very"similar"across"most"cells."This"suggests"that"the"anode"populations"are"being"driven"more"by" the" feed" adjacent" to" the" anodes" versus" the" cathode" populations" that" are" likely"distributions" of" a" stochastic" sampling" of" the" microbes" extant" in" the" soil." Further"characterization" of" native" soil" species" would" be" appropriate." Further" analysis" of" anode"microbial"species’"metabolism"could"potentially"correlate"to"specific"feed"content"and"may"lend"support"to"this"hypothesis."
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"Our"results"are"also"suggestive"that"the"specific"bacterial"populations"that"do"arise"can"have"a"dramatic"impact"on"the"output"of"any"individual"cell."The"MFCs"fed"with"rinds"of"cheese"diverged"significantly"in"terms"of"their"energy"output,"with"one"cell"outpowering"the"others"by" a" factor" of" three."When"we" examined" the" populations" growing" at" each" electrode," we"found"that"the"cathodes"were"all"very"similar"in"terms"of"their"populations"and"frequency"distributions"within"them,"but"at"the"anode"of"the"highly"electrogenic"cell,"we"discovered"an"overabundance"of"Pseudomonas"species"proliferating"there,"with"over"50%"of"the"bacterial"population"existing"within" that"genus."This" is"notable" in" light"of" the" fact" that"at" least"one"
Pseudomonas" species" is" known" to" excrete" pyocyanin" [Rabaey" 2005]" and" other" redox"mediators" [Mavrodi" 2001]" similar" to" the" artificial" chemical" mediators" utilized" in" some"forms" of"microbial" fuel" cells." The" presence" of"Pseudomonas*aerigunosa" is" also" known" to"facilitate" extracellular" electron" transfer" by" GramNpositive" bacteria" [Pham" 2008;" Rabaey"2004];"of"note"in"light"of"the"Clostridium"species"also"present"in"the"top"ten"anode"species"(the"only"Gram"positive"species"to"appear"on"that" list)." It" is"also"interesting"to"notice"that"one"of"the"more"recently"discovered"metalNreducing"(and"therefore"efficiently"electrogenic)"organisms" is" also" a" Clostridium" species," suggesting" another" possible" role" of" Clostridium"species"at"anodes"of"MFCs."*""" "
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Chapter(4 Microbial(Fuel(Cells:(Hardware(Optimization(
Abstract(The"typical"microbial"fuel"cell"built"in"an"academic"or"industrial"setting"contains"expensive"components"(such"as"a"proton"exchange"membrane)"and"is"cumbersome"to"construct"and"operate," particularly" in" large"numbers."Both"of" these" issues" limit" the"utility"of"MFCs"as" a"viable" clean"energy"option" in"offNgrid" areas."Here,"we"designed"and"produced"a"modular,"easyNtoNconstruct" MFC" that" can" easily" be" parallelized" in" order" to" increase" total" power"output."The"resulting"device"is"made"of"simple"materials"accessible"throughout"Africa."""We"constructed"and"operated"these"cells" in"rural"Uganda."We"show"that"such"devices"are"not" limited" to" powering" lights" and" other" very" lowNpower" applications." Using" 100" of" our"modular"MFCs," deployed" in" a" stacked"parallel" architecture" and" fed"using"blood"meal,"we"were"able"to"charge"a"cell"phone"battery."""
Introduction(To"date,"microbial"fuel"cells"have"been"used"to"power"small"fans"and"motors,"as"well"as"LED"lights" [Logan" 2014;" unpublished" data" from" our" lab]." These" applications" have" primarily"been" chosen" for" their" low" power" requirements," though" attempts" have" been" made" to"incorporate" them" in" useful" contexts" (e.g." MFCNpowered" light" in" a" public" toilet" [Callahan"2014])."Utility"of"MFCs"has"been"limited"by"the"power"output."The"power"output"in"turn"is"intricately"interwoven"with"the"significant"expense"in"building"traditional"MFCs,"as"well"as"the"challenges"associated"with"using"many"of"them"together."""
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We"focused"on"several"aspects"of"MFC"construction."Charging"a"cell"phone"battery"has"an"energy"requirement"several"orders"of"magnitude"greater"LED"lighting,"but"also"constitutes"a" significant" need" in" many" rural" communities" in" subNSaharan" Africa" [early" site" visits,"unpublished]." In"order" to"achieve"this"goal" in"an"affordable"way,"we"needed"to"adjust" the"composition" of" the" traditional" MFC." Achieving" this" goal" would" also" likely" require" the"synchronous"use"of"multiple"MFCs,"thus"creating"the"challenge"of"creating"a"modular"MFC"that"could"easily"be"connected"to"others"of"the"same"type."When"examining"existing"designs,"we"noted"several"areas"where"there"was"opportunity"for"changes.""
*Though"there"are"many"variants,"the"typical"construction"of"microbial"fuel"cells"under"study"in" a" lab" is" fairly" consistent." They" contain" two" electrodes," anode" and" cathode," which" are"usually" made" of" graphite" (solid," or" some" form" of" graphite" fiber," such" as" fabric," felt," or"brushes)." Often" these" electrodes" are" produced" with" a" heavy" metal" catalyst," such" as"platinum" [Liu" 2004]" or" cobalt" [HouYu" 2007]." Occasionally," chemical" agents" including"various"dyes"are"utilized"as"electron"shuttles;"these"agents"are"often"both"pricey"and"toxic."Finally," a" typical" fuel" cell" may" also" contain" a" proton" exchange" membrane" between" the"anode" and" cathode" chambers," which" also" serves" as" a" barrier" to" O2" into" the" anode"compartment" [Liu" 2004]." These"membranes" (e.g." Nafion" polymer)" tend" to" be" one" of" the"most"expensive"components"in"the"fuel"cell."In"addition"to"the"limitations"based"on"material"pricing"and"availability,"these"devices"are"often"cumbersome"and"difficult"to"assemble,"and"are"particularly"challenging"to"use"together"in"large"numbers.""
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We" took" several" approaches" to" addressing" some" of" these." Specifically" we" focused" on"eliminating"or"substituting"the"proton"exchange"membrane"material,"and"on"developing"a"modular"MFC"that"can"be"produced"and"utilized"in"large"numbers.""
Methods(We"opted"to"utilize"graphite" felt" (a"common"furnace" insulation"material)"with"no"catalyst"rather" than" some" of" the" more" expensive" options" on" the" market." Graphite" felt" offers"substantially" more" surface" area" per" unit" volume" than" solid" graphite," and" is" in" turn"significantly"less"expensive"than"other"graphite"options"(solid"graphite,"graphite"fabric,"or"graphite" fiber"brushes)."Since" the"relevant" reactions"happen"at" the"electrode"surfaces"we"reasoned"this"should"be"a"more"efficient"material."Our"earlier"work"suggested"that"the"felt"did"not"substantially"degenerate"even"with"extended"use"in"experiments">"1"year"duration,"and"performed"at"least"as"well"as"the"significantly"more"expensive"graphite"fabric"or"solid"graphite."We"opted"against"use"of"metal"catalyst"given"the"prohibitive"expense"and"reports"in"the"literature"of"power"outputs"not"significantly"different"than"our"own."""We"also"assessed"whether"voltage"output"of"an"MFC"could"be"increased"utilizing"some"other"material" as"a"barrier"between"anode"and"cathode"compartments."We"chose" to"assess" the"efficacy"of"silica"sand"as"such"a"barrier."Silica"is"relatively"oxygen"impermeable"and"as"such"would"maintain" the"anode"compartment"relatively"anaerobic"as"compared"to" the"cathode"compartment."""
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Right*panel:"14"completed"cells"–"stacked"and"packed."""A"prototype"of"the"manufacturable"model"was"3ND"printed"and"tested"prior"to"construction"of" a" stainless" steel" mold," and" vacuum" molding" of" 500" units." A" die" was" milled" to" cut"electrodes"en*masse."Copper"connectors"were" tapped"to"allow"for" insertion"of" the"banana"plugs." " The" manufactured" device" materials" sources" are" described" in" Table" 4N1," and"SolidWorks"schematics,"as"well"as"images"of"the"molded"device"are"shown"in"Figure"4N3."A"more" detailed" description" and" additional" images" demonstrating" the" construction" of" the"MFCs"are"included"in"Appendix"A4N1.""
Table&4(1.*Parts*and*sources*for*manufactured*MFCs*comprising*the*cell*phone*charger.*
Part& Source& ID&Container/Lid" Protomold" Custom"mold"Electrodes" Graphite"Insulating"Systems" ¼”"x"4”"graphite"felt"strip"Banana"plug"(M/F"parts)" Mouser"Electronics" " "530N108N0750N1"
"CopperN110"alloy"connectors" McMaster"Carr" " "8966K42"










We" constructed" several" of" these" units" in" the" Mbarara" region" of" Uganda" using" locally"available"materials."""As"noted"in"the"prior"chapter,"the"MFCs"under"the"best"of"circumstances,"have"outputs"<"1"V," and" typically" of" order" 0.5" V." A" typical" AA" battery" operates" at" 1.5" V," and" a" cell" phone"battery" operates" at" 3.6" V," so" a" higher" voltage" is" required" to" charge" it." To" increase" the"voltage"to"an"appropriate"level"we"utilized"a"voltage"booster"designed"for"lowNvoltage"(330"mV)"energy"harvesting"(TI"BQ25504)."""One" hundred" cells" were" constructed" using" a" blood"meal" feed" and" connected" in" parallel."They" were" utilized" to" charge" a" cell" phone" battery" via" the" voltage" booster." The" battery"charged"was"a"Nokia"BLN5C"battery"and"was"used"in"a"Nokia"1100"phone.""""
































































Discussion(We"found"that"there"are"a"number"of"ways"to"change"MFC"construction"to"make"them"less"expensive" without" significant" compromise" in" power" output." This" will" make" them"potentially"more" useful" to" communities" where" small" amounts" of" power" to" charge" a" cell"phone"or"power"a"light"is"helpful."These"are"communities"where"many"members"are"living"on"minimal"income"and"with"limited"access"to"complex"materials."""We" have" also" developed" a" relatively" inexpensive" modular" device" that" can" be" easily"constructed"and"can"be"utilized"in"any"number"to"charge"a"battery."This"design"will"allow"users"to"spread"their"startup"costs"and"improve"their"device"as"funds"permit."We"anticipate"this"design"will"make"the"technology"more"userNfriendly"to"many"members"of"offNtheNgrid"communities"with"limited"financial"resources,"allowing"them"to"reap"the"health"benefits"of"clean"lighting.""" "
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Conclusions(&(Future(Work("Millions" of" people" die" each" year" because" of" respiratory" infections" and" other" illnesses" at"least"partly"attributable"to"indoor"air"pollution."Our"study"showed"that"smoky"lighting"is"a"significant"source"of"exposure"to"soot"and"other"pollutants,"and"that"clean"lighting"options"to"replace"kerosene"can"have"a"rapid"positive"impact"on"health."This"study"was"the"first"of"its"kind"in"the"area"of"clean"lighting."Further"work"including"extending"the"time"period"of"study"to"encompass"at"least"a"full"cycle"of"season"would"be"a"valuable"addition,"as"well"as"including" other" health" metrics." These" would" include" additional" metrics" in" respiratory"health,"as"well"as"other"potentially"affected"systems."""Assessment"of"additional"markers"of"impact"in"both"clinical"and"chemical"spheres"will"cast"greater" light" on" the" ways" in" which" health" can" best" be" improved." We" have" collected"additional"data"on"various"other"pollutants"that"can"stem"from"kerosene"burning"and"it"will"be"valuable"to"identify"other"elements"of"indoor"air"pollution"that"may"affect"the"health"of"those"exposed."Though"there"are"many"outstanding"questions,"it"seems"clear"that"lighting"is"a"potentially"high"impact"locus"of"intervention"for"improving"health"in"developing"parts"of"the"world."""While"there"have"been"great"strides"forward"in"the"area"of"clean"energy"and"clean"lighting,"it"is"not"a"solved"problem"anywhere,"and"there"are"particular"challenges"when"working"in"developing" settings." Many" people"who" currently" use" kerosene" and" other" smoky" lighting"options"have"minimal"financial"resources"to"cover"energy"costs,"and"distribution"networks"
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often"limit"access"to"what"is"available."An"inexpensive"device"that"can"be"locally"created"and"maintained"would"be"the"optimal"solution."""We" worked" to" develop" microbial" fuel" cell" technology" as" a" clean" lighting" alternative."Utilizing"a"soilNbased"system,"we"identified"agricultural"byproducts"such"as"blood"meal"that"can" feed"naturally" occurring" electrogenic" soil"microbes" and" enable" them" to" produce" two"orders" of"magnitude"more" power" than"we"were" able" to" obtain" in" our" very" early" control"experiments."""We" were" further" able" to" complete" metagenomic" analyses" of" the" microbial" communities"growing"on"our"electrodes"and"showed"that"highly"electrogenic"cells"had"an"overabundance"of"Pseudomonas" species" among" the"anode"populations."This" is"notable" in" light"of" the" fact"that"Pseudomonas"is"known"to"produce"several"electron"shuttles"suspected"to"enhance"the"performance"of"microbial"fuel"cells."Further"exploration"of"the"presence"of"these"shuttles"in"our"system"will"be"useful"in"enabling"us"to"facilitate"the"development"of"highly"electrogenic"communities,"and"potentially"further"enhance"this"effect."""We"were"also"able" to" replace"a"key" (and"expensive)" component"of" the"microbial" fuel" cell"with" silica" sand" as" an" inexpensive" and" locally" available" alternative." We" also" designed" a"modular"system"that"can"be"constructed"almost"exclusively"from"locally"available"materials"in" Uganda," and" was" successfully" constructed" and" operated" in" the" rural" Mbarara" region"there."Further" improvements" to" the"design," such"as" the"ability" to" connect"horizontally"as"well"as"vertically,"and"in"series"as"well"as"in"parallel"would"be"advantageous."We"were"able"
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This*section*is*completed*by*all*study*participants*" 1. Who"is"completing"the"interview?"Name/Initials:________________________________________________"Address:____________________________________________________"Role"in"Household:____________________________________________""2. Who"are"the"members"of"the"household?"Name/Initials" Age" Gender" Relationship"to"Interviewee" Occupation"" " " " "" " " " "" " " " "" " " " "" " " " "" " " " ""3. Does"your"home"have:"(circle"one)"a. Electricity"from"the"national"grid?" " Yes" " No"b. A"generator?" " " " " Yes" " No"c. Solar"panels?" " " " " Yes" " No"d. Other"access"to"electrical"power?" " Yes" " No""4. If"you"answered"“Yes”"to"question"in"3d"please"explain"below:"""""






a. Firewood?" I"only"use"this"" I"use"mostly"this"I"use"some/a"little"of"this"I"don’t"use"any"of"this"" b. Charcoal?" I"only"use"this"" I"use"mostly"this"I"use"some/a"little"of"this"I"don’t"use"any"of"this""c. Something"else?"What?"_____________________"" I"only"use"this"" " I"use"mostly"this"I"use"some/a"little"of"this"I"don’t"use"any"of"this""2. Are"your"cooking"facilities"indoors"or"outdoors"(circle)?""a. Indoors"(separate"from"living"space)"b. Indoors"(attached"to"living"space)"c. Outdoors"3. Who"in"the"household"spends"time"cooking"(including"only"time"when"the"fire"is"lit)?"Name/Initials" Hours"per"day"spent"cooking"" "" "4. Who"in"the"household"spends"time"in"the"same"room"as"the"cooking"fire"while"it"is"lit"(including" family"members"who" are" not" cooking" such" as" young" children"with" the"mother)?"Name/Initials" Hours"per"day"spent"in"room"with"lit"fire"" "" ""5. Does"anyone"in"the"household"smoke?"Name/Initials" What" is" smoked"(e.g."cigarettes)" How" much" is"smoked"per"day?" Do" they" smoke" in"the"house?"" " " "" " " "" " " ""
Section&III:&Cell&Phones& Indoor&Lighting&Use&This"section"asks"about"how"you"use"your"cell"phone"and"indoor"lighting."
This*section*is*completed*by*all*study*participants*" 1. Do"you"have"a"cell"phone"in"your"household?"Circle"one:""Yes" No"a. If"yes,"how"many"phones"do"you"have"in"the"household?"2. How"much"do"you"use"your"phones"for"calls?"a. Less"than"two"minutes"of"call"time"per"day"
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b. 2N10"minutes"of"call"time"per"day"c. 10N30"minutes"of"call"time"per"day"d. 30N60"minutes"of"call"time"per"day"e. More"than"60"minutes"of"call"time"per"day"3. How"much"do"you"use"your"phone(s)"for"sending"SMS"messages?"a. Less"than"once"per"day"b. 1N2"times"per"day"c. 2N5"times"per"day"d. 5N10"times"per"day"e. More"than"10"times"per"day"4. How"much"do"you"use"your"phone(s)"for"receiving"SMS"messages?"a. Less"than"once"per"day"b. 1N2"times"per"day"c. 2N5"times"per"day"d. 5N10"times"per"day"e. More"than"10"times"per"day"" "5. What"do"you"use"the"phone(s)"for?"Check"all"that"apply"a. Calling"friends"b. Calling"family"c. Business"calls"d. SMS"friends"e. SMS"family"f. Business"SMS"g. Banking"h. Other"(specify)"_____________________"6. How"do"you"typically"charge"your"phone(s)?"a. Commercial"charging"centre"b. Friend"or"neighbor"connected"to"the"grid"c. Friend"or"neighbor"with"a"generator"d. Solar"charger"at"home"e. Other"location"attached"to"the"grid"(specify)"f. Other"location"with"a"generator"(specify)"g. Other"(specify)______________________________"_________________________________________________________________"7. How"often"do"you"charge"your"phone(s)?________________________________"8. If" you" must" pay" per" charge" N" how" much" does" it" cost" to" charge" your"phone?_____________________________"9. How" long" does" it" take" to" get" your" phone" charged" (including" any" travel"time)?____________________________________________________________"10. Have" you" every" used" your" phone" to" contact" a" doctor," midwife," or" other" medical"person?""a. Yes,"by"calling"b. Yes,"by"SMS"c. No" i. If"not,"why"not?""_____________________________________"
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minor* children* who* also* have* parental* consent.* Parents* may* also* complete* a* respiratory*
health*history*on*behalf*of*a*child.*This*should*be*noted*where*it*occurs.*
* 1. Your"name/initials:"_________________________________________________"2. In"the"last"three"months"have"you"been"ill?"Circle"one." " Yes" No"a. If"you"have"been"ill"please"describe"your"illness:"i. What"were"your"symptoms?"ii. When"did"they"start?"iii. When"did"they"stop?""3. In"the"last"three"months"have"you"had"a"cough?"Circle"one." " Yes" No"a. If"you"had"a"cough,"how"would"you"describe"it?"Circle"one."Dry" Wet"" Don’t"remember"i. If"it"was"a"wet"cough,"what"color"was"the"sputum?____________"ii. Other"symptoms"you"had"at"the"same"time?"Circle"all"appropriate"1. Wheezing"2. Trouble"breathing"3. Dizzy/light"headed"iii. How"long"did"it"last?"____________________________________""4. In"the"last"3"months"have"you"had"trouble"breathing?"Circle"one." Yes" No"a. If"Yes,"please"describe"how"you"had"trouble"breathing?"i. Other"symptoms"you"had"at"the"same"time?"Circle"all"appropriate"1. Wheezing"2. Coughing"3. Pain"(Describe"where?"____________________________)"4. Dizzy/light"headed"ii. Did"it"start"suddenly"or"gradually?"_________________________"iii. How"long"did"it"last?"____________________________________""5. In"the"last"3"months"have"you"had"any"wheezing?"Circle"one." Yes" No"a. If"Yes,"please"describe"how"you"had"wheezing?"i. Other"symptoms"you"had"at"the"same"time?"Circle"all"appropriate"1. Trouble"breathing"2. Coughing"3. Pain"(Describe"where?"____________________________)"4. Dizzy/light"headed"ii. Did"it"start"suddenly"or"gradually?"_________________________"iii. How"long"did"it"last?"____________________________________""6. In"the"last"3"months"have"you"had"a"sore"throat?"Circle"one." Yes" No"a. If"Yes,"please"describe"your"sore"throat?"i. Other"symptoms"you"had"at"the"same"time?"Circle"all"appropriate"1. Wheezing"2. Coughing"3. Trouble"breathing"
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4. Dizzy/light"headed"ii. Did"it"start"suddenly"or"gradually?"_________________________"iii. How"long"did"it"last?"____________________________________""7. In"the"last"3"months"have"you"had"red,"itchy,"or"watery"eyes?"Circle"one." "Yes" No"a. If"Yes,"please"describe"your"experience"with"red,"itchy"or"watery"eyes?"i. Other"symptoms"you"had"at"the"same"time?"__________________"ii. Did"it"start"suddenly"or"gradually?"_________________________"iii. How"long"did"it"last?"____________________________________"8. Do"you"find"any"of"your"symptoms"got"worse"after"exposure"to"smoke?"Circle"one." Yes" " No"a. If"Yes"–"what"symptom?"b. If"Yes"–"what"was"the"source"of"smoke"exposure?"9. In"the"last"three"months"have"you:"a. Called"for"medical"advice"or"assistance?"b. Sent"an"SMS"for"medical"advice"or"assistance?"c. Went"to"see"a"medical"professional?"
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Topsoil&–&2&Anode& Topsoil&–&3&Anode& Blood&Meal&4&–&Anode& Blood&Meal&1&W&Anode&Anaerolinea"thermophila" Anaeromyxobacter"dehalogenans" Achromobacter"xylosoxidans" Acidovorax"sp."JS42"Bradyrhizobium"japonicum" Bradyrhizobium"japonicum" Bacteroides"fragilis" Bacteroides"fragilis"Bradyrhizobium"sp." Bradyrhizobium"sp." Bacteroides"sp." Bacteroides"sp."Bradyrhizobium"sp."BTAi1" Bradyrhizobium"sp."BTAi1" Bacteroides"sp."2_1_33B" Bacteroides" sp."2_1_33B"Candidatus" Koribacter"versatilis" Candidatus" Koribacter"versatilis" Bacteroides"sp."2_1_7" Bacteroides"sp."2_1_7"Candidatus" Solibacter"usitatus" Candidatus" Solibacter"usitatus" Bacteroides"sp."3_1_19" Bacteroides"sp."3_1_19"Chitinophaga"pinensis" Dechloromonas"aromatica" Bacteroides"thetaiotaomicron" Bacteroides"thetaiotaomicron"Dechloromonas"aromatica" Geobacter"metallireducens" Brevundimonas" sp."BAL3" Bacteroides"vulgatus"Geobacter"bemidjiensis" Geobacter"sp." Brevundimonas"subvibrioides" Brevundimonas" sp."BAL3"Geobacter"metallireducens" Geobacter"sulfurreducens" Caulobacter"vibrioides" Brevundimonas"subvibrioides"Geobacter"sp." Geobacter"uraniireducens" Comamonas"testosteroni" Comamonas"testosterone"Geobacter"sulfurreducens" Mesorhizobium"loti" Delftia"acidovorans" Flavobacterium"johnsoniae"Geobacter"uraniireducens" Myxococcus"xanthus" Flavobacteriaceae"bacterium"3519N10" Paludibacter"propionicigenes"






























JS42* Acinetobacter"sp." Bacteroides*fragilis*Arcobacter"butzleri" Acinetobacter&baumannii& Acinetobacter" sp."ADP1" Bacteroides&sp.&
Bacteroides*
fragilis*
Acinetobacter"johnsonii" Bacteroides*fragilis* Bacteroides" sp."2_1_7"






























































Figure& A3W2W1.& On& average,& 19%& of& bacterial& sequences& generated& from& each&
electrode& are& unassignable& with& MGWRAST." The" values" are" roughly" consistent" across"electrode"type"and"feed"type."""" "
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A4F1:(Detailed(illustrations(of(modular(MFCs("
"""""""
""
MFC$Prototypes$
Anode&
Copper&alloy&connector&–&electrically&connected&to&anode;&insulated&from&cathode&with&plastic&tube&insulator&
Copper&alloy&connector&–&electrically&connected&to&cathode;&insulated&from&anode&with&molded&insulator&
Bottom&of&copper&connector&extends&out&of&the&housing&and&has&an&opening&that&can&;it&a&standard&banana&plug&
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"""""""
""
Cathode(
Electrically(connected( Electrically(insulated(
Banana$plugs$screwed$into$copper$alloy$connectors$
Electrically$connected$to$anode$
Electrically$connected$to$cathode$
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"""""
Electrically*connected*to*anode*
Electrically*connected*to*cathode*
Anode*banana*plug*on*cell*n*plugs*into*copper*connector*base*of*cell*n+1.*Cathode*banana*plug*on*cell*n*plugs*into*copper*connector*base*of*cell*n+1*
